
Mumbai's Champions        by Hemical

The grid contains the Mumbai XI which won the 2012-23 Ranji Trophy
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Across

1 Mumbai bowler had poor 
return against old-time 
Ranji team (9)

6 Two-legged creature 
goes soft in the head when 
sent down the tubes (5)

9 Braille mangled by 
politician (7)

10 Presently present, but 
can't be found (7)

11 Pitch with bounce at 
last does for Mumbai 
keeper (4)

12 5 tours a disaster for 
those expected to win (10)

14 Mumbai bowler's talk 
cut short by Virginia North 
(6)

16 Prison guard lets out the 
Italian to accommodate 
very loud Mumbai batsman 
(6)

20 Being against energy in 
vehicles, these people go 
underground (6)

21 In a lavish fashion, 
King Viv misses half 
against lucky sides (6)

24 Low bets had ruined the 
final strikes (5,5)

26 Mumbai batsman made 
a terrible hash (4)

29 Mumbai captain's silver 
ship has bars inside (7)

30 Sporting venue 
somewhat nicer in 
Karnataka (3,4)

31 Mumbai batsman to 
vote against American 
Republican (5)

32 Mumbai batsman to 
care for headless green 
giant with inert gas (9)

Down

1 Athlete led from behind, 
not quite finishing the 
wipe-out (6)

2 Two graduates with the 
first red elephant (5)

3 They're needed for rows 
of amazingly rich 
spectators, to begin with 
(4)

4 Mumbai bowler has a 
weird lark in UK (8)

5 Haphazard resistance to 
a new temple roof left 
unfinished (6)

6 Father fighting for 
Mumbai batsman (5)

7 Popular leader advanced, 

providing fuel regularly -
there's a lot of it (9)

8 They're smart when 
snappy, and you can keep 
plates in them (8)

13 50 ejected from bar for 
all time (4)

15 Start a new life, as a 
royal princess is expected 
to? (4,1,4)

17 Cars crash around 
curves (4)

18 Pollution needs 
capacious central sewer 
(4,4)

19 News International 
article, in colour, shows 
sort of 5 motion (8)

22 Wine made from 
treacle, mostly (6)

23 Mumbai bowler extracts 
the heart from Japanese 
poetry in (short) translation 
(6)

25 Walker greeting king 
with hesitation (5)

27 I join in for two-thirds 
of the game and hit wildly 
to cow corner (5)

28 A country for each 
university (4)


